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Action

I.

Proposed overseas duty visit to the United States, Dubai and Europe
(LC Paper No. CB(1)1961/06-07(01) -- Paper prepared by the Legislative
Council Secretariat)

The Chairman recalled that at the meeting held on 12 June 2007, some
members had proposed that an overseas duty visit be conducted by the Panel,
together with the Panel on Economic Services (ES Panel), during the summer
recess of the Legislative Council in order to obtain first-hand information on the
development of convention and exhibition facilities, as well as cruise terminal
facilities. He invited members to express views on whether the proposal should
be taken forward and if yes, the duration and itinerary of the visit.
2.
Members considered that in view of the rise in the number of exhibition
facilities in the neighbouring regions in recent years, it was necessary for Hong
Kong to look for new measures to enhance its advantages continuously as an
international conventions and exhibition centre. Overseas experiences, such as the
enhanced exhibition facilities in the United States and Germany, would provide
useful reference for members in their discussion with the Administration on the
future development of new exhibition venues in Hong Kong. Moreover, as the
Government had already announced its plan for the development of a new cruise
terminal at Kai Tak through an open land tender, members also considered it
worthwhile to obtain first-hand information on how major cruise ports overseas
were developed and their latest development. As such, members in general agreed
that, subject to the consent of the ES Panel, an overseas duty visit for about 10 days
should be conducted by the two Panels in view of the high overlapping membership
of the two Panels and members' common interests in the facilities to be studied.
They further opined that the proposed visit would be open to non-Panel Members.
Regarding the itinerary, they considered that the visit should cover cities renowned
for their state-of-the-art convention and exhibition facilities, as well as cruise
terminal facilities particularly those commissioned in recent years. Suggested
places to be visited might include Dubai, Germany, Barcelona, Los Angeles and
Las Vegas. The visit should be scheduled from the third week of August to
mid/end of September 2007 before the exhibition season was over.

Action

Secretariat
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3.
The Chairman said that, subject to the consent of the ES Panel, the
Secretariat should issue a circular inviting members of the two Panels as well as all
other Members to indicate their interest in joining the overseas duty visit. Those
who expressed interest would also be invited to attend an informal meeting to be
scheduled shortly to discuss details of the visit programme and related matters.
Approval from the House Committee for conducting the above visit would be
sought at its meeting to be held on 6 July 2007.
(Post-meeting note: A circular (LC Paper No. CB(1)1992/06-07) inviting
members of the two Panels as well as non-Panel Members to express
interest in joining the proposed overseas duty visit and to attend an
informal closed meeting on 29 June 2007 for discussion of the visit
programme and related matters was issued on 26 June 2007.)

II.

Any other business

4.

There being no other business, the meeting ended at 10:30 am.
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